In Brief
Argonaute identifies miRNA targets by scanning potential target RNAs using one-dimensional diffusion while probing for sites complementary to a small segment of the miRNA and remains stably associated to sites complementary to the full miRNA seed.
INTRODUCTION
Post-transcriptional regulation by the microRNA (miRNA) pathway plays an important role in many eukaryotic processes, including brain development (Giraldez et al., 2005) , recovery from cardiac stress (van Rooij et al., 2007) , and progression of many forms of cancer (Hammond, 2006) . In humans, the RNase III enzymes Drosha and Dicer sequentially process long primary miRNA transcripts into $22 nt miRNA duplexes (Kim et al., 2009 ). Each duplex is loaded into an Argonaute (Ago) protein. One strand (the mature miRNA, or the guide strand) is selectively retained by Ago to form the functional core of the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) (Meister, 2013) . Ago uses the sequence information encoded within the loaded miRNA to locate target mRNAs through Watson-Crick base-pairing (Bartel, 2009; Lee et al., 1993) . The target-bound Ago elicits a silencing effect through recruitment of GW182/TNRC6 co-factors which, in turn, trigger translational repression or mRNA deadenylation and decay (Meister, 2013) . Additionally, human Ago2 can directly cleave target RNAs with extensive guide complementarity using an endonucleolytic activity termed ''slicing. '' Biochemical and bioinformatic studies indicate that Ago proteins divide miRNAs into five functionally distinct domains: the 5 0 anchor (nt 1), the seed region (nt 2-8), the central region (nt 9-12), the 3 0 supplementary region (nt 13-16), and the 3 0 tail (nt 17-22) (Ameres et al., 2007; Bartel, 2009; Khorshid et al., 2013; Wee et al., 2012) . The seed appears to be the most important for target recognition, both in terms of Ago2-target affinity, as well conservation of vertebrate miRNA target sites (Bartel, 2009; Brennecke et al., 2005; Haley and Zamore, 2004; Krek et al., 2005; Lai, 2002; Lewis et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2005) . Structural studies of eukaryotic Ago proteins explain these observations, in part, by revealing that in the absence of target RNAs guide nt 2-6 are splayed out in a helical conformation that is stabilized by protein-mediated contacts to the phosphodiester backbone (Faehnle et al., 2013; Nakanishi et al., 2012 Nakanishi et al., , 2013 Schirle and MacRae, 2012) . Studies of an archeal MID/PIWI protein (which is structurally related to eukaryotic Ago proteins) showed that pre-ordering of the seed region facilitates target recognition by offsetting the entropic penalty of forming a guide-target duplex (Parker et al., 2009) . However, in all eukaryotic Ago crystal structures reported to date, the seed is not presented in a perfect A-form conformation-base stacking between guide nt 6 and 7 is disrupted by a kink in the RNA backbone that appears to be stabilized by a conserved alpha helix (helix-7 in human Ago2). Helix-7 also sterically blocks access to guide nt 6-8, suggesting that target pairing to guide nt 2-5 may promote conformational changes that subsequently facilitate interactions with the full seed (Schirle et al., 2014) . However, this stepwise mechanism for target recognition has never been directly tested, and it is not known whether distinct segments of the seed contribute differentially to target association and dissociation.
Another essential but poorly understood facet of Ago function, and RNA-protein interactions in general, is the mechanism by which the protein efficiently searches for target sites within the complex milieu of cellular RNAs. Theoretical studies of proteinnucleic acid interactions suggest that target search processes can be orders of magnitude more efficient when three-dimensional diffusion is accompanied by one-dimensional diffusion along long nucleic acid substrates (Berg et al., 1981; Halford and Marko, 2004; Riggs et al., 1970) . One-dimensional diffusion has been observed with transcription factors (Hammar et al., 2012; Leith et al., 2012) , DNA repair (Blainey et al., 2009; Gorman et al., 2012) , and recombination proteins (Grané li et al., 2006; Ragunathan et al., 2012) . Because miRNA target sites are typically found in the 3 0 UTRs of mRNAs, which are often several kilobases in length, it is reasonable to hypothesize that Ago may also use lateral diffusion to identify target sites. However, direct observation of one-dimensional diffusion by Ago has not been reported.
Single-molecule fluorescence has been widely used to study protein-RNA interactions in vitro (Hoskins et al., 2011; Karunatilaka et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2014; Koh et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2012; Yeom et al., 2011) . To gain mechanistic insight into the process of target recognition by human Ago2, we developed a single-molecule FRET (Fö rster resonance energy transfer) assay that allows real-time visualization of the interactions between Ago2-miRNA and targets. We show that target recognition is initiated by transient pairing to a small segment of the miRNA seed (nt 2-4) and becomes kinetically stable when base pairing is extended to the full length of the seed sequence (nt 2-8). We further demonstrate that the Ago2-miRNA complex can rapidly diffuse between neighboring seed-matched sites on a target RNA. In cases of extensive guide-target complementarity, lateral diffusion is facilitated by the Ago2 PAZ domain. Lateral diffusion also allows neighboring miRNA target sites to cooperatively retain Ago2 on the target RNA.
RESULTS
Single-Molecule FRET Assay for Association of Ago2-miRNA with Target RNAs Target recognition by Ago likely involves transient intermediates that are difficult to observe using traditional biochemical assays. For direct observation of this dynamic process, we used singlemolecule FRET, which provides high spatio-temporal resolution. We immobilized biotinylated target RNAs on a passivated quartz surface in a microfluidic chamber and introduced human Ago2-miRNA complexes to the same area ( Figure 1A , see also Experimental Procedures). Using total-internal-reflection microscopy, we recorded single-molecule fluorescence signals from a donor fluorophore (labeled on nt 9 of the miRNA) and an acceptor (labeled on the target RNA, opposite nt 17 of the miRNA) (Figure 1B) . This system leads to high FRET efficiency (E) when the miRNA is paired to the complementary site within the target RNA strand. Bulk experiments showed that dye labeling at nt 9 of the miRNA did not noticeably affect the slicing activity of Ago2, indicating that target binding and cleavage are not significantly perturbed by the modification ( Figure S1A ). The target RNAs contained a poly-uridine segment (30 nucleotides, U 30 ) downstream of a target site with N continuous base pairs (bp) of complementarity to the miRNA (hsa-let-7a) and (U) 39 -N nucleotides upstream. The total length of all target RNAs was 69 nt (30 + N + 39 -N).
We first used a target RNA with a complementarity length of N = 6 (matched to nt 2-7 of the miRNA) to observe the interaction of Ago2-miRNA with a minimal seed-matched target ( Figures  1B-1G ). Docking of a single Ago2-miRNA complex to an immobilized target RNA was observed by the sudden appearance of fluorescence signals ( Figure 1E , arrows in black). Docking events were marked by a single peak at E $0.75 in a FRET histogram ( Figure 1F ), indicating a specific interaction between miRNA and seed-matched site within the target RNA. Each docking event was followed by the sudden disappearance of the fluorescence signals ( Figure 1E , arrows in gray), indicating dissociation of the Ago2-miRNA complex from the site. The dwell time of this interaction (Dt, the inverse of the dissociation rate) was 1.9 ± 0.1 s ( Figure 1G ), which is two orders of magnitude shorter than photobleaching under the same measurement conditions ($300 s; Figure S1B ). When an immobilized RNA lacking the target sequence was tested, no significant binding events were observed ( Figures 1C and 1D) . Likewise, no significant events were observed when the measurement was carried out in the absence of Ago2 ( Figures 1C and 1D ), indicating that observed pairing events are due to Ago2-mediated interactions between miRNA molecules and their targets.
Initial Steps of microRNA Target Recognition
To determine the minimal target recognition motif, we tested miRNAs with varied degrees of complementarity to an immobilized target (Figures 2A and 2B ). First, we measured the dwell time of Ago2-miRNA complexes with N lengths equal to 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 15, and 19 (Figures 2C and 2D) . Constructs with N = 3, 4 and 5 displayed observable but short-lived dwell times, averaging about 1 s. Increasing N to 6 increased the dwell time by about a factor of two. A target site that has an adenosine nucleotide opposite miRNA nt 1 increased the dwell time further (N.T.S., unpublished data). In contrast, constructs with N R 7 displayed dwell times more than two orders of magnitude longer. This trend was maintained whether or not magnesium ions (1.5 mM) were included in the reaction buffer, revealing that magnesium does not play a significant role in seed pairing (Figure S2A ). The same observation was made when a crowding agent (PEG, polyethylene glycol, 8000 Da) was included (Figure S2C) . The sharp transition between pairing to nt 2-7 and 2-8 suggests that nt 2-8 is the minimal motif required for longlived interaction between a miRNA and a target in our system. Notably, the dwell time for N R 7 could not be accurately measured because the majority of Ago2-miRNA remained stably bound to the target RNA beyond our observation time window ($300 s), which is limited by photobleaching effects ( Figure S1B ).
We next determined the rate of target binding by Ago2-miRNA complexes with varied N lengths. In contrast to the dissociation kinetics, binding rates were insensitive to values of N. Sub-seed constructs (with N = 3, 4, and 5) showed similar binding rates (k on(obs) , ''obs'' is for observed) as the full seed constructs (N = 6 and 7) ( Figure 2E ). Again, these results were insensitive to the presence of magnesium ions ( Figure S2B ). These observations reveal that pairing to miRNA nt 2-4 is sufficient to initiate specific interactions between the Ago2-miRNA complex and a target site.
We next asked whether Ago2 primarily uses miRNA nt 2-4 to initiate target recognition or whether pairing to any three consecutive seed nucleotides is sufficient. We measured k on(obs) for an Ago2-miRNA complex with target complementarity at nt 5-7 (N = 3 (nt 5À7) ). The binding rate of N = 3 (nt 5À7) was about an order of magnitude less than N = 3 (nt 2À4) ( Figure 2E ), indicating that initial target recognition by miRNA nt 2-4 is far more efficient than nt 5-7. The combined results suggest that target recognition proceeds in a stepwise fashion, initiating with pairing to the seed 5 0 end and then extending in the 3 0 direction. Indeed, extending guide:target complementarity to N = 8, 15, and 19 did not increase k on(obs) beyond what we observed for the N = 3 construct.
Lateral Diffusion of Ago2-miRNA on Target RNAs Lateral diffusion of a protein complex on a nucleic acid substrate can enhance the efficiency of a target search by up to two orders of magnitude (Hammar et al., 2012; Ragunathan et al., 2012) . In principle, if Ago2-miRNA uses such a mechanism, transient FRET states other than E $0.75 should appear in our assays. However, the FRET signal in our time trajectories is characterized by a single value, with no observable intermediate states (Figure 2 ). This indicates that either binding events arise from random collisions between the miRNA seed and target sites or the Ago2-miRNA complex laterally diffuses on target RNAs faster than the time resolution of our experimental setup (100 ms) and thus escapes our detection. Consistent with the latter possibility, if we assume a lateral diffusion rate of $3 3 10 5 -$2 3 10 7 nt 2 /s for a protein on a nucleic acid (Blainey et al., 2009 ), diffusion of Ago2-miRNA along the entire 69 nt target RNA occurs within 0.1-10 ms, which is well beyond our time resolution. To assay for lateral diffusion while working within the temporal resolution of our experimental setup, we designed a target RNA construct with two binding sites (1 and 2), each with the same guide:target complementarity (N 1 and N 2 ) ( Figure 3A) . The two binding sites were separated from each other by (21 -N 1 ) nt ( Figure 3B ). In this system, only site 1 contains the acceptor fluorophore so that when the Ago2-miRNA complex binds to site 1, the system exhibits a high FRET state (E $0.75), whereas binding to site 2 exhibits a lower FRET state. Total internal reflection t t t t terna terna terna nterna nterna nterna nterna ntern ntern ntern ntern ntern ntern ntern ntern ntern inter inter inter inter inter inte inte inte inte int int l int l in l in l in al in al i al i al al al al al a a a a ta ta ta t t t t o n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n l n n n n n n n l l l n n n n l l l a a a a a a al l l a a a a a a a al l l a a a a a a a a f l l a a a a a a a f l l l a a a a a a fl l l l a a a a a a a fl l l l a a a a a a a fl l l l a a a a a a al refl r l l l a a a a a al refle r l l l a a a al refle l l l l refle l l l l refle l l l refle refle refle refle refle refle refle refle reflec reflec reflec reflec eflec eflec eflec eflec eflec eflec flec flect lect ect ect ect ect ect cti cti cti cti cti tio tio tio io A similar approach was used previously to demonstrate lateral diffusion in RecA-mediated DNA target search processes (Ragunathan et al., 2012) .
With a tandem target construct of N 1 = N 2 = 6 nt, we observed two distinct FRET populations (E $0.5 and E $0.75, Figures 3C  and 3D , top left) with dwell times of 2.5 ± 0.1 s (total) ( Figure 3D , top right), 1.0 ± 0.1 s (low FRET), and 1.5 ± 0.0 s (high FRET) (Figure 3D, bottom) . The dwell times of the two FRET states were similar to that of the N = 6 nt single site target ( Figure 1G ), indicating that the FRET signals represent Ago2-miRNA particles occupying either of the two sites, as opposed to photophysical artifacts of dyes. To confirm this idea, we tested a shorter length of N i (N 1 = N 2 = 5 nt), corresponding to matches over nt 2-6. As expected, the dwell time of each FRET state (Dt 1 and Dt 2 ) decreased ( Figures 3E and S3A) . We conclude that the two observed FRET states result from discrete binding events of the Ago2-miRNA complex at the two seed-matched sites on the target RNA.
The majority of binding events (72.5%, 598 out of 825 events) to the tandem target construct alternated one or more times between the two FRET states. This observation suggests that either (1) single Ago2-miRNA complexes can rapidly shuttle between adjacent target sites or (2) dissociation events are often immediately followed by the rapid association of a second Ago2-miRNA complex. Considering the binding rate of Ago2-miRNA to a single site (k on $0.01 s À1 at 1 nM Ago2-miRNA), the probability of a second Ago2-miRNA independently binding faster than our time resolution (100 ms) is small ($0.1%).
To further determine whether the observed FRET alternation arises from the shuttling of a single Ago2-miRNA complex or the consecutive binding of two different Ago2-miRNA complexes, we designed a three-color FRET assay in which Ago2-miRNA complexes were labeled with one of two possible FRET donors (Cy3 or Cy5) (Figures 4A and 4B) . Our rationale was that, if FRET alternation is due to consecutive binding of different Ago2-miRNA complexes, we should observe binding events that switch from a Cy3-to a Cy5-labeled complex (and vice versa) on single target molecules. The assay used the same tandem target construct as Figure 3A (N 1 = N 2 = 6 nt) but labeled instead with Cy7, which is an acceptor of both Cy3 and Cy5. We introduced an equal mixture of Cy3-and Cy5-labeled Ago2-miRNA complexes and used two lasers (532 nm and 637 nm) as excitation sources to image the interaction with the Cy7-labeled target RNA. As expected, the Cy3 (donor) and Cy7 (acceptor) pair exhibited alternations in FRET efficiency ( Figure 4C, left) , and the same observation was made with the Cy5 and Cy7 pair ( Figure 4C, right) . However, out of 595 shuttling events we recorded, we did not observe any cases in which a Cy3 or Cy5 signal was immediately followed by the other color.
We carried out an additional experiment to confirm this observation. We first incubated Ago2-miRNA (N = 6) with target RNA and washed free Ago2-miRNA out of the microfluidic chamber. We observed that the FRET alternations persisted even after the flow ( Figure S3B ). Taken together, we conclude that the observed alternations in FRET states arise from single Ago2-miRNA complexes rapidly diffusing between the neighboring target sites.
A Synergistic Effect from Neighboring Target Sites
The observation that Ago2 shuttles between adjacent target sites suggests that neighboring sites could cooperate kinetically to retain the Ago2-miRNA complex on target RNAs. If a target site is isolated, the time that Ago2-miRNA is bound to RNA is determined solely by how quickly Ago2-miRNA dissociates from RNA (on / off). However, with neighboring sites, dissociation is in kinetic competition with lateral diffusion. For example, if Ago2 is bound to one of two neighboring sites (e.g., site 1), the dissociation pathway is diversified to numerous possibilities (site 1 / off; 1 / 2 /off; 1 / 2 / 1 / off; etc.), which would be expected to increase the total dwell time on the target RNA. Indeed, the average total dwell time on the RNA with two N = 6 sites (2.5 ± 0.1 s, Figure 3D ) was longer than dwell time on the equivalent RNA with a single site (1.9 ± 0.1 s, Figure 1G ), revealing a synergistic effect. But the observed difference in dwell times is rather small, indicating that lateral diffusion only moderately helps to retain Ago2 on the target RNA, presumably because the complex has a relatively high dissociation rate in our dilute in vitro condition.
To better mimic the crowded environment of the cell, we measured dwell times of the Ago2-miRNA complex on target RNAs in the presence of various concentrations of a crowding agent (PEG 8000) ( Figure 5 ). We observed that the increasing PEG concentration led to increased dwell times, indicating that crowding effectively repressed dissociation ( Figure 5E ). Notably, In all the cases, 1 nM Ago2-miRNA was introduced to the chamber. The error bars are the SD of three independent experiments from different days. See also Figure S2 and Table S1 .
crowding affected dwell times on the RNA with two target sites substantially more than the RNA with a single site. In the presence of 10% PEG, the total average time on the two target sites was more than 3-fold greater than that on the single target site. Additionally, we observed two populations of binding events on the RNA with two target sites (Dt 1 = 13.9 s, 61%; and Dt 2 = 76.0 s, 39%), with the second population (Dt 2 ) exhibiting a 7- , and binding to site 1 (Dt 1 , bottom right). The distributions were fit with a single exponential decay. The first column of the data was not included in the analysis to avoid artifacts from the limited time resolution. Error is the SD of three independent experiments that were carried out on different days. The bin size is 1 s. (E) A bar graph shows the dependence of the dwell times (Dt 1 and Dt 2 ) on the length of the matched region between miRNA and each binding site. Error is the SD of three independent experiments that were carried out on different days. See also Figure S3 and Table S1. fold longer dwell time than that of a single site target RNA (Dt, 10.5 s) ( Figure 5D ). Some binding events even lasted longer than 900 s. We conclude that neighboring binding sites synergistically increase the dwell time of Ago2 on target RNAs and suggest that this effect may be substantially enhanced in the crowded molecular environment of the living cell.
Interactions with the miRNA 3 0 End Facilitate Lateral Diffusion The dwell time between shuttling events increased with increasing values of N i , indicating that guide-target base pairing is disrupted prior to movement (Figure 3E) . To explore this phenomenon further, we tested additional tandem target constructs in which base pairing extended beyond the miRNA seed region. We first tested a tandem target construct that matches over the entire miRNA, excluding the central region (nt 9-12) ( Figures S4B and S4C , named ''7+10''), which base-pairing structure is frequently observed in vivo (Helwak et al., 2013) . Although the total number of the miRNA-target potential base pairs is greater than the minimal number of base pairs required for stable RNA duplex hybridization-7 bp or longer duplexes unzipper very slowly (Cisse et al., 2012) -we still observed a dynamic transition between the two FRET states with k shuttling(obs) = 0.0026 ± 0.0009 (sec À1 ). We made a similar observation with N 1 = N 2 = 15 and 19 nt ( Figures 6A, 6B, S4D , and S4E). Comparing with the rate of target cleavage ( Figure S1C ), this suggests that human Ago2 might sample its targets multiple times before cleaving. We presume that Ago2 must unzip the extended miRNA:target RNA duplex, a process that requires energy far larger than thermal fluctuation energy, such as from ATP hydrolysis, prior to lateral diffusion. Remarkably, in our system, this process occurs in the absence of any external energy source. These results indicate that Ago2 perturbs the interaction between miRNA and target such that not all the nucleotides of miRNA can stably pair to the target RNA. This conclusion is reminiscent to bulk studies showing that, in fly Ago2-RISC guide RNA nucleotides 3 0 of the seed make little contributions to the slicing reaction K m (Wee et al., 2012) . Structural studies of bacterial Ago proteins suggest that target association is coupled to conformational changes in both protein and guide, whereby release of the guide 3 0 end from the PAZ domain is required for extensive guidetarget pairing Zander et al., 2014) . Target dissociation by Thermus thermophilus Ago is accelerated by anchoring of the guide 3 0 end in the PAZ domain (Jung et al., 2013) . We speculated that anchoring of the miRNA 3 0 end in the PAZ domain of human Ago2 might similarly reduce the binding affinity between miRNA and target RNA and thereby facilitate shuttling between adjacent target sites.
To test this hypothesis, we biotinylated the 3 0 end of the miRNA in order to disrupt 3 0 end interactions with the PAZ domain (Ma et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2003) . To prevent the 3 0 biotinylated miRNA (named miRNA 3 0 biotin ) from also becoming immobilized, we saturated any unbound streptavidin with 1.7 mM free biotin. In case of N i = 15 and 19, the Ago2-miRNA 3 0 biotin complexes alternated between the two FRET states 3.5 and 3.8 times less frequently than the unmodified complex, respectively ( Figures 6C, 6D , S4F, and S4G). In contrast, shuttling of Ago2-miRNA 3 0 biotin on targets with complementarity to the seed region (N i = 6, nt 2-7; N i = 8, nt 2-9) was essentially unaffected by the modification. The correlation between the fold change of the shuttling frequency and the extent of guide:target base pairing suggests that interactions with the guide 3 0 end, presumably via the Ago2 PAZ domain (Jung et al., 2013; Xia et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2003) , can destabilize pairing to the 3 0 supplementary and tail regions (nt 13-16) when Ago2-miRNA is bound to a fully complementary target RNA. 
DISCUSSION
Using single-molecule FRET, we investigated miRNA-target binding by human Ago2. Our results show that Ago2 can efficiently recognize target sites as small as three consecutive nucleotides and forms a long-lived interaction if pairing extends over the full 7 nt seed region (Figure 2 ). We further demonstrate that the Ago2-miRNA complex often shuttles between neighboring target sites on a single RNA molecule, indicating that Ago2 may rapidly diffuse along single-stranded target RNAs when searching for target sites (Figure 3) . Shuttling between adjacent sites also increases the dwell time on target RNAs, particularly in crowded molecular environments. Modification of the miRNA 3 0 end reduces the frequency of shuttling events at extensively paired target sites (Figure 6 ), suggesting that interactions with the PAZ domain facilitate unwinding of the guidetarget duplex in the 3 0 supplemental region. Based on these results, we propose a mechanism for miRNA target identification by Ago2. In this model, Ago2 initially binds to and diffuses along target RNAs while scanning for sequences complementary to a sub-seed recognition motif (guide nt 2-4) (Figure 7) . We hypothesize that, by limiting the initial target search to only a few guide nucleotides, Ago2 effectively flattens the target search energy landscape, thereby facilitating lateral diffusion and enabling efficient target scanning. Ago2 can then convert transient interactions with the sub-seed into stable interactions when the base pairing extends to the length of the entire seed (nt 2-8). When base pairing propagates further down the miRNA (into the 3 0 supplementary region), interactions of the guide 3 0 end with the protein facilitate unwinding of the guide:target duplex.
We hypothesize that this mechanism is most effective in scanning unstructured regions of potential target mRNAs because RNA secondary structures and RNA binding proteins likely interfere with the ability of Ago2 to make base pairing contacts to the miRNA seed. Such obstacles may also place limits on the extent to which Ago2 can laterally diffuse along any given mRNA. Indeed, Ameres et al. (2007) previously showed that target site accessibility correlates directly with Ago2 cleavage efficiency and suggested that transient interactions with single-stranded regions may facilitate target searches. It will be of interest to determine whether Ago2 moves primarily by sliding or microscopic hopping as it diffuses along target RNAs and whether it has mechanisms to bypass different types of roadblocks.
Our results also illuminate new levels of detail in existing models of mechanisms underlying RNA silencing. In contrast to annealing rates of naked RNAs, which are highly dependent on duplex length (Cisse et al., 2012) , the kinetics of Ago2-miRNA: target pairing are insensitive to the length of the guide:target duplex for all targets pairing to guide nt 2-4 and beyond (Figure 2E ). Pairing to nt 5-7 alone, however, was nearly an order of magnitude slower. These results suggest that Ago2 controls RNA pairing such that nucleation of the guide-target duplex occurs at the 5 0 end of the seed with the actual ''seed'' for nucleation being guide nucleotides 2-4. Baek et al. (2008) showed that N = 6 miRNA target sites generally have a marginal impact on the expression levels of target proteins, whereas N R 7 sites are far more potent. Our dwell time measurements provide a reasonable mechanistic explanation for this observation: Ago2-miRNA remained associated with the N = 7 target > 100 times longer than the N = 6 target ( Figure 2D ). (D) A dwell time histogram for the condition used in (C) was fit using a double exponential curve (green). The double exponential fit resulted in two characteristic times Dt 1 (61%), 13.9 ± 1.7 s, a blue curve; Dt 2 (39%) = 76.0 ± 22.7 s, a yellow curve). The average, < Dt> = 31.4 ± 8.4 s, was estimated from Dt 1 x 61% + Dt 2 x 39%. A peak at Dt > 900 (s) is due to a limited observation time and was not included during the fitting. Error is the SD of three independent experiments that were carried out on different days. The bin size is 20 s.
(E) The total dwell time plotted for different concentrations (weight to volume) of PEG. Error is the SD of three independent experiments. See also Figure S5 .
These results contrast naked 7 bp RNA duplexes, which melt about 10 times more slowly than 6 bp duplexes (Cisse et al., 2012) . The dissociation rate of Ago2-miRNA from an N = 7 target (< <0.003 s
À1
) was also at least an order of magnitude slower than the melting rate of a naked 7 base pair duplex (0.014 s À1 ), indicating that Ago2 stabilizes the N = 7 duplex to increase the dwell time on the target site well beyond what would be expected of a simple RNA-RNA pairing. We therefore suggest that an extended dwell time of Ago2 on the target RNA (N R 7) may be an important feature of effective miRNA-mediated repression.
We speculate that lateral diffusion may also contribute to maintaining Ago occupancy on target RNAs. During lateral diffusion, seed and sub-seed sequences are repeatedly recognized by the Ago2-miRNA complex. We suggest that lateral diffusion accompanied by these brief interactions kinetically competes with dissociation, and thus the Ago2-miRNA complex likely associates longer with RNAs that have clustered seed or subseed matched sites than RNAs with isolated sites. These interactions may contribute to cooperative repression that has been observed with neighboring miRNA target sites (Broderick et al., 2011; Grimson et al., 2007; Saetrom et al., 2007) . A hint of such synergistic effect was observed from the tandem target construct ( Figure 5 ). Additionally, it was recently reported that kilobase-long circular RNAs (circRNAs) with densely packed miRNA binding sites (e.g., as-CDR1 circRNA containing $1 seed matched site per 20 nt) function as potent miRNA sponges (Hansen et al., 2013; Memczak et al., 2013) . Close inspection of the circRNA sequence reveals that miRNA sub-seed motifs (complementary to nt 2-4) are also over-represented in the regions between seed-matched sites (three to four times more abundant than expected by chance) ( Figure S5 ). Given the densely packed seed and sub-seed matched sites in the circRNA, we suggest that lateral diffusion of Ago2-miRNA may allow the circRNA to function as a far more effective sponge than the simple sum of its independent binding sites.
To conclude, our study shows that miRNA targeting by human Ago2 is a highly dynamic process that has been optimized for fast and efficient target recognition. We expect that the other three human Ago proteins use the same mechanism because all four Agos are highly homologous in sequence and are essentially identical in the areas surrounding the miRNA seed region ( Figures  S6A and S6B ). Budding yeast Ago also displays the sub-seed sequence of its guide RNA, (Figure S6C ), indicating that the target scanning mechanism may be common among diverse Ago proteins. We also note that general features of miRNA targeting are similar to other nucleic acid target search processes. Homologous recombination by RecA uses lateral diffusion to probe potential target sites for complementarity to a ''sub-seed'' of six constrained nucleotides (Ragunathan et al., 2012) . Additionally, Cas9 identifies potential target sites by recognition of a small three-nucleotide protospacer adjacent motif (Sternberg et al., 2014) . These features may thus be recurring themes in the mechanisms by which proteins identify complementary sites to nucleic acid guides. It will be of interest to determine whether other small DNA or small RNA-mediated target search systems, including those in which DNA targets DNA (Swarts et al., 2014) , DNA targets RNA (Olovnikov et al., 2013) , RNA targets DNA (Blosser et al., 2015; Rutkauskas et al., 2015; Sternberg et al., 2014) , and RNA targets RNA (Samai et al., 2015) , also function through processes involving lateral diffusion, sub-seed scanning, and modulation of guide:target pairing.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Single-Molecule Two-Color FRET Single-molecule fluorescence measurements were performed with a prismtype total internal reflection fluorescence microscope. The details are as published elsewhere (Selvin and Ha, 2007) . In brief, Cy3 molecules were excited using a 532 nm diode laser (Compass 215M/50mW, Coherent). Fluorescence signals of Cy3 and Cy5 were collected through a 603 water immersion objective (UplanSApo, Olympus) with an inverted microscope (IX73, Olympus). The 532 nm laser scattering was blocked out by a 532 nm long pass filter (LPD01-532RU-25, Semrock). The Cy3 and Cy5 signals were separated with a dichroic mirror (635 dcxr, Chroma) and imaged using an EM-CCD camera (iXon Ultra, DU-897U-CS0-#BV, Andor Technology).
Single-Molecule Three-Color FRET Three-color measurements were performed using an analogous experimental setup as above. Cy3 and Cy5 molecules were excited using a 532 nm diode laser (Sapphire 532-100 mW CW CDRH, Coherent) and a 637 nm diode laser (OBIS 637 nm LX 140 mW), respectively. The 532 nm and 637 nm laser scattering was blocked out by 532 nm and 633 nm notch filters (NF03-532E-25 and NF03-633E-25, Semrock), respectively. The Cy3 signal was separated from the other signals using a dichroic mirror (635 dcxr, Chroma). The remaining Cy5 and Cy7 signals were split using a dichroic mirror (740dcxr, Chroma). The fluorescence signals were imaged using an EM-CCD camera (iXon3, DU-897U-C00-#BV, Andor Technology).
Data Acquisition and Analysis
Using a custom-made program written in Visual C++ (Microsoft), a series of CCD images of time resolution 0.1-0.5 s was recorded. The time traces were extracted from the CCD image series using IDL (ITT Visual Information Solution) employing an algorithm that looked for fluorescence spots with a defined Gaussian profile and with signals above the average of the background signals. Colocalization between Cy3, Cy5, and Cy7 signals was carried out with a custom-made mapping algorithm written in IDL. The extracted time traces were processed using Matlab (MathWorks) and Origin (Origin Lab). Cy7 signals were multiplied by a gamma factor of 2 to correct for the low sensitivity of an EM-CCD camera in the near-infrared region.
Single-Molecule Sample Preparation
To reduce the nonspecific binding of proteins, the quartz slides (G. Finkenbeiner) of microfluidic chambers were coated with polyethylene glycol (mPEG-Succinimidyl Valerate, MW 5000, Laysan). The details of the procedure are described in our video protocol (Chandradoss et al., 2014) . A microfluidic chamber was incubated with 20 ml Streptavidin (0.1 mg/ml, Sigma) for 30 s. Unbound Streptavidin was washed with 100 ml of buffer T50 (10 mM Tris-HCl [pH8.0], 50 mM NaCl). The fifty microliters of 50 pM acceptor-labeled mRNA construct were introduced into chamber and incubated for 1 min. Unbound labeled constructs were washed with 100 ml of buffer T50. The effector complex was formed by incubating 10 nM purified recombinant hAgo2 (see Protein Purification section in Supplemental Experimental Procedures) with 1 nM of donor-labeled hsa-let-7a miRNA (see RNA Preparation section in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures) in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0] (Ambion), 50 mM NaCl (Ambion), and 60 mM KCl (Ambion) at 31 C for 20 min. When an extended observation was needed, NaCl was not included to promote longer binding ( Figures 4C and S3B ). Unless specified otherwise, magnesium ions were not included in the buffer throughout this work to avoid any target cleavage. For experiments involving PEG (8000 Da, Sigma), 1.253 final concentration of PEG in H 2 O was pre-incubated at 31 C and then mixed with the other components. An imaging buffer for single-molecule FRET was added before the mixture was injected to a microfluidic chamber. The final concentration of the imaging buffer consists of 0.8% dextrose (Sigma), 0.5 mg/ml glucose oxidase (Sigma), 85 mg/ml catalase (Merck), and 1 mM Trolox ((±)-6-Hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchromane-2-carboxylic acid, 238813, Sigma). The experiments were performed at room temperature (23 ± 2 C). For three-color experiments, 0.5 nM of Cy3-labeled hsa-let-7a miRNA and 0.5 nM of Cy5-labeled hsa-let-7a miRNA were incubated with hAgo2. H 2 O was replaced with deuterated water (D 2 O) to enhance the photophysics of Cy7 (Klehs et al., 2014) . Illustration of proposed steps in target recognition by Ago2-miRNA. Ago2-miRNA binds the singlestranded target RNA and diffuses along the RNA rapidly-sliding over 69 nt (the length of our target construct) in less than 100 ms (our time resolution). Complementary sites of N R 3 cause the complex to pause and remain meta-stably bound (on the order of 1 s). When site complementarity extends to the full length of the seed (nt 2-8) or longer, the complex remains bound stably for extended times (>>300 s). See also Figure S6 .
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